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Abstract

We examine the communication patterns of
millions of anonymized mobile phone users.
Based on call records, we construct a com-
munication network where vertices are sub-
scribers and edge weights are defined as
aggregated duration of calls, reflecting the
strengths of social ties between callers. We
observe a coupling between tie strengths and
network topology: at the ”local” level, strong
ties are associated with densely connected
network neighbourhoods, providing the first
large-scale confirmation of the Granovetter
hypothesis. Based on fragmentation anal-
ysis, weak ties are seen to play an impor-
tant role at the network level, accounting for
global connectivity. The observed coupling is
shown to significantly slow down the spread-
ing of random information, resulting in dy-
namic trapping of information in communi-
ties.

1. Introduction

Uncovering the structure of large-scale social networks
has traditionally been constrained by lack of data. In
the questionnaire-based approach, the number of in-
dividuals is limited by practical reasons, and the na-
ture and strength of social ties are based on subjective
recollection. However, modern electronic databases
provide an unprecedented opportunity to map out in-
teractions among a large number of individuals. It
is evident that in this approach there is a tradeoff:

Preliminary work. Under review by the International Work-
shop on Mining and Learning with Graphs (MLG). Do not
distribute.

the number of individuals can be very large, but the
scope of social interactions to be investigated is more
narrow, such as communication via email (Eckmann
et al., 2004; Dodds et al., 2003), instant messaging
(Leskovec & Horvitz, 2008), and telephone (Aiello
et al., 2000). Nevertheless, these interactions can be
viewed as a proxy for the underlying social network.
Here, we present results on a large communication
network derived from call records, published earlier
in (Onnela et al., 2007b; Onnela et al., 2007a). We
focus on the coupling between network topology and
tie strengths, defined as aggregated call minutes. Al-
though our approach follows the tradition of complex
network science, which is largely based on statistical
physics (Boccaletti et al., 2006), the research questions
we investigate come from network sociology: how do
tie strengths correlate with the surrounding network
structure? What roles do weak and strong ties play in
structure and function of social networks?

1.1. Source data

Our studies are based on a call record database con-
taining all mobile telephone calls between 7 million
people during a period of 18 weeks. We focus on
private subscriptions only. The data originates from
an operator having a market share of 20 % in an
undisclosed European country. To translate the log
data into a network representation, we connect two
users with a link if there had been at least one re-
ciprocated pair of phone calls between them; the reci-
procity requirement eliminates single events such as
wrong numbers, telemarketing from a private subscrip-
tion etc. The resulting mobile call graph (MGC) has
N = 4.6 × 106 vertices and L = 7.0 × 106 edges;
84 % of vertices belong to a single connected clus-
ter. We define the tie strength wij , i.e. edge weight,
as the aggregated duration of calls between two users
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Figure 1. Vertex degree distribution (A) and edge weight
distribution (B) for the data. The solid curves denote fitted
functions of the form P (x) = a (x + x0)

−γx exp (−x/xc),
where γk = 8.4 and γw = 1.9.

i and j. Statistics for some quantities are shown
in Table 1 below. The probability density distribu-
tions for both vertex degrees and edge weights are
broad (Fig. 1) and can be relatively well fitted with
P (x) = a (x + x0)

−γx exp (−x/xc), i.e. a power law
with an exponential cutoff. However, the degree dis-
tribution exponent is relatively large, γk = 8.4. This
means that although the distribution can be approx-
imated as scale-free, the highest observed degrees are
relatively limited (O(102)), and thus the role of hubs
is less pronounced.

Table 1. Statistics for key quantities in the MGC. Degree
= number of edges of a vertex, edge weight = total call
duration along edge, call mins per user = total call duration
along all edges of a vertex.

Quantity Mean Std dev

degree 3.3 2.5
edge weight 41 min 206 min
call mins per user 135 min 386 min

2. Local coupling between tie strength
and topology

The ”strength of weak ties” hypothesis (Granovetter,
1973) states that the strength of a tie between i and j
increases with the overlap of their friendship circles;
for weak ties this means that they typically act as
connectors between different communities or circles of
friendship. In order to quantitatively study this in our
data set, we define the relative topological overlap of
the neighbourhood of two users i and j as

Oij = nij/ ((ki − 1) + (kj − 1)− nij) , (1)

where nij is the number of common network neigh-
bours of i and j, and ki (kj) denotes the degree, i.e.
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Figure 2. (A) Illustration of the overlap between two ver-
tices i and j. (B) Average overlap as a function of cumula-
tive tie strength (solid blue circles), showing that increas-
ing tie strength implies increasingly overlapping circles of
friendship. Open circles display a reference case where all
tie strengths have been randomly shuffled, and no strength
dependence is seen.

the number of edges, of vertex i (vertex j). If i and
j have no common acquaintances, then Oij = 0; if
all their acquaintances are common to both, Oij = 1.
Fig. 2 shows the average overlap 〈O〉 as a function
of (cumulative) edge weight, i.e. the percentage of
links with weights smaller than w. It is clearly seen
that for 95% of the edges, the stronger the tie be-
tween two subscribers, the more their network neigh-
bourhoods overlap. This result is consistent with the
weak ties hypothesis and its first verification in large,
societal-level networks; tie strength is at least in part
driven by the surrounding network topology. Analysis
of weight-related properties (intensities) of fully con-
nected subgraphs (cliques) in the network confirms the
above findings: clique intensities are higher than in ref-
erence networks where the weights have been shuffled
to remove correlations. See (Onnela et al., 2007a) for
more details.

3. Global role of tie strengths

In order to explore the global, network-wide impli-
cations of the above-mentioned local relationship, we
investigate the network’s robustness with respect to
the removal of either weak or strong ties. Here, the
control parameter f is the fraction of removed links,
and the order parameter Rgc(f) measures the relative
size of the giant component, i.e. the largest connected
cluster of vertices, after link removal. Fig. 3 (A) il-
lustrates the result: removing ties in rank order from
weakest to strongest leads to the network’s disinte-
gration at fw ≈ 0.8, whereas removing the strong
ties first shrinks the network but will not precipi-
tously break it apart. The precise point of disinte-
gration can be determined by monitoring the suscep-
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Figure 3. Robustness of the communication network with
respect to edge removal. (A, B) Edges are removed on the
basis of their weights. The black curves correspond to re-
moving strong edges first, while the red curves denote the
opposite, starting from weakest edges. (A) shows the rela-
tive size of the largest component as a function of fraction
of removed edges; removing weak links first fragments the
network at around f = 0.8 (see also inset). This is cor-
roborated by the susceptibility peak in panel (B). (C,D)
For reference, edges are removed in order of their over-
lap Oij and the panels again display the relative largest
component size and susceptibility. Removing low-overlap
edges first rapidly breaks the network apart, reflecting the
weight-overlap dependence shown in Fig. 2.

tibility S =
∑

s<smax nss
2/N , where ns is the number

of clusters containing s vertices (Stauffer & Aharony,
1994). When starting with the lowest-weight links,
S develops a peak around 0.8, whereas no peak is
seen for the reverse order of tie removal (panel B).
Hence, one can conclude that weak links are of ma-
jor importance to the overall connectivity of the net-
work, whereas strong links participate in dense clusters
which are interconnected by weaker links. For refer-
ence, we also show the response to removing links in
ascending/descending order of overlap O (panels C and
D). It is clearly seen that removing low-overlap edges
rapidly destroys the connectivity at f ≈ 0.6, whereas
removing high-overlap edges only appears to shrink
the networks. This is as expected, given that the net-
work contains communities of densely connected ver-
tices: low-overlap-edges then act as bridges between
the communities.

4. Discussion

Although the study of social networks has a long his-
tory, investigating the relationship between network
topology and tie strengths has generally been impossi-
ble until recently. Using mobile telephony call records,
we have shown that tie strengths correlate with the
topology in a meaningful, non-trivial way, confirming

the weak ties hypothesis. On the global scale, these
correlations give rise to different roles for strong and
weak ties: weak ties are the ”glue” holding the net-
work together, whereas strong ties are associated with
dense network neighbourhoods.

If one assumes that the main function of social net-
works is transmission of information, the observed cor-
relations play a crucial role. Indeed, simulations of
a simple information spreading process indicate (On-
nela et al., 2007b) that contrary to expectations, the
strength-topology correlations and the network topol-
ogy limit random spreading as information tends to
become ”trapped” in high-edge-weight communities,
and the weak links between these constrain the flow.
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